
     The latest survey data says a full 94% of recruiters today use social media in their 
recruitment efforts. And that is across the board for short order cooks to financial analysts. And 
yet people are puzzled, or at least, skeptical as to why tools like LinkedIn are such a game 
changer. 

Think of it like this: it used to be that only the demand side of the labor market was organized. 
Employers advertised the jobs; candidates had to look at what was posted (first in newspapers, 
then online) and apply to just that.  

Now the supply side of the labor market — i.e. you and me — has a place to hang out. And 
employers can come and find us, with or without a specific job in mind. LinkedIn is a searchable 
database of talent and skills. You are potentially visible to everyone specifically looking for what 
you have to offer.  

Imagine if you could permanently run an ad in a world newspaper selling the best of “you” — 
and that anyone with any opportunity, whether it is a job offer, a consulting gig, or a business 
deal, could find you. That’s LinkedIn.    

In this post we are going to show you how to create that advertisement in just eight steps. We 
have done all the research for you and boiled it down to these eight key things. We tracked 
the before and after results of doing this — and only this much — with 27 of our clients’ 
LinkedIn profiles. The optimized profiles garnered on average five times as many profile views 
as before.  

So let’s get started:  

1. Your picture   

The picture should be of your face. Not your dog. Or a waterfall. Chose a simple headshot 
where you are looking straight ahead. No selfies. It’s well worth the money to have a 
professional picture taken. Remember, it doesn’t have to be boring or artificial. You don’t have 
to wear business attire if that’s not your style. But you need to look professional and pleasant. 
Smile. You are going for “dependable” and “trustworthy.” Avoid “sexy” or “quirky.”  

The old adage is true. People remember faces more than names. This is also why one needs to 
see your face and not some other part of you. For example, a yoga instructor should still use a 
headshot and not a photo of her/himself in a yoga pose. Pictures that attest to skill or talent 
can be uploaded elsewhere on your profile, along with training videos and presentation 
materials.  

2. Your headline 

You have 120 characters at the top of your profile to describe to the world what you do. Many 
people just put their official job title. Which is one way to go… or you can really use the system 
to your advantage here. Choose descriptive and compelling keywords that a) make you as 
marketable as possible, and b) help you get found by the right people. Remember, LinkedIn is a 

search engine.  
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Examples of effective headlines are “Recruiter, HR, Talent Management Expert” or “Brand 
Marketing, PR, Communications Professional.” Comes in handy especially if you are currently 
looking for work.   

3. Your summary 

LinkedIn’s Summary section is the best part of its 2012 revamp. You can include high-resolution 
photos, an infographic of your experience, or a video of a talk you gave. It is well worth it to put 
in the effort to write a unique and captivating summary section.  
 
You can think of it as your “60-second commercial” or your “elevator speech.” These are the 
first sentences people read, and you have a very short time to grab the reader’s attention and 
make them want to read more.  

There are several ways to write a good Summary. It could be a copy/paste of your resume’s 
summary section. Or it could read more like your bio. You could take a core competencies 
approach and list the three or four key skills you bring to the table. You could take an 
accomplishments approach and list the three or four big results you have achieved on behalf of 
your past employers or clients. 

Or you could get quite creative and pair an interesting story with a section called “what you 
won’t find on my resume.” How far you can go in terms of creativity depends to some extent on 
your industry, as some are more traditional than others.  

In any event, at the end of this section, the reader must have a strong idea of who you are and 

how you help people. End with a Call to Action (CTA) — for example, “Please reach out to 
discuss opportunities in X, Y, and Z.”   

4. Your experience  

This is the body of your profile — just like on a traditional resume — where you 
really showcase your experience, expertise, and skills. You add where you have worked, for 
how long, and in what roles and functions. Include your current position and at least two other 
positions.  

There are two basic ways to handle this section:  

Adapt it from your resume; you can copy/paste the relevant job descriptions and 
accomplishments for each position.  
If you are uncomfortable listing too much information under specific employers, you can simply 
add the name of employer, your position, dates, keep the rest blank, and include in 
the Summary a more general “skills-based” experience piece.  

5. Keywords and SEO 

Include keywords everywhere, especially in the Summary and Experience sections, for search 
engine optimization (SEO) purposes. When recruiters use LinkedIn, they use certain industry-

specific key words. These are the terms that will help you show up in their search results within 
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LinkedIn.  
 
Ways to figure out your keywords: 

What words and phrases might people in your target market use to search for someone with 

your background, experience, and service offering? Go to the Careers page of some potential 
employers you are interested in, and pick common keywords around that job or industry.  

6. Recommendations 

This is one area that we see easily fall through the cracks. Yet it is one of the most valuable 
tools in building up your credibility in the job marketplace.  
 
You have to be proactive about asking for recommendations, following up, and keeping on top 
of it. Recommendations can be from anyone: bosses, colleagues, mentors and mentees, happy 
clients, or anyone who has collaborated with you and benefited from your skills or advice.  

A well-crafted recommendation that is genuinely glowing from a peer is better than a few 
generic sentences from a high-level managing director.  

Our best advice is to have a strategy. Ask each person to speak to particular skills or highlight 
certain experiences with as much detail as possible. Help out your recommenders by giving 
them this detail. For example, if you want them to highlight leadership skills, remind them of 
two or three instances when you skillfully led a project. Finally, ensure that the sum total of 
your recommendations covers all your skills and experiences, and that the content in them 

backs up (or least does not contradict) what you wrote about yourself. 

Always thank your recommenders and offer to recommend them too. In fact, go one step 
further and send along a draft of a potential recommendation. 

7. Groups and associations  

Groups are a way to build relationships and network with people who are doing similar work or 
have similar interests as you. You have about 1.3 million groups on LinkedIn to choose from. 

Join as many relevant groups as you can and contribute to the conversation. As a start, join the 
alumni groups for where you went to school and any industry association groups pertinent to 
your line of work. When you join the discussion, try to lend your expertise to benefit the 
conversation and to show your interest and your value.  

8. Ensure you have a “Fully Completed Profile”   

LinkedIn says your profile will appear 40 times more in search results if it is “complete.” In other 
words, you will be open to 40 times more opportunities if you do this. So please do. Here is 
LinkedIn’s definition of a 100% Complete Profile: 

— Your industry and location 

— An up-to-date current position (with a description) 



— Two past positions 

— Your education 

— Your skills (minimum of 3) 

— A profile photo 

— At least 50 connections 

Hello World!  

That’s it! Your profile is now ready. Use it to position yourself as an expert in your field. Keep 
adding content and optimizing for best results. Connect with people and start building a 
powerful network of old colleagues and future collaborators alike. In the next post we will show 
you how to use LinkedIn both as a networking tool and a formidable job search engine. 

 

****************************************************************************** 

Two every second: That’s how many people join LinkedIn as new members, many of whom 

hope to exploit the platform’s rich resource for industry contacts, new clients and partnership 

opportunities. 

That means that by the time you finish reading this article, you’ll have on average 350 people 

and counting to compete with for the professional world’s attention. What you do with your 

LinkedIn profile can mean the difference between garnering views as compared to converting 

those views in taking the next step of building a relationship with you. 

With over 1 billion searches per day for names and companies, LinkedIn is your opportunity to 

build your business reputation, expand your professional network and help companies and 

connections know who you are and what you do. 

And with so many people fighting for attention, your first impression can most often be your 

best or last. Here is an excerpt from an infographic by linkhumans.com on Slideshare that 

shows the facts behind optimizing your profile on LinkedIn. 
 

To help you get noticed and stand out from the crowd, I’ve provided you my top 9 tips on how 

to create a more compelling profile.  
 
1. Header 
 

Having a “Profile Header” is a powerful way to showcase your personal brand, get your 

company exposure in front of hundreds of potential clients and make a great first 

impression.  Remember a picture is worth more than a 1000 words. 

When designing the banner, make sure it’s a JPEG, PNG or GIF file that’s under 4MB in size 

with the correct dimension for the header being: 1400 x 425. Be sure to leave some space at 

the bottom as the top section of your profile tends to cut into the image. 

http://www.slideshare.net/linkedin/10-tips-for-the-perfect-linkedin-profile


Oh! And be sure not to hit delete because you wont be able to get the header back. I learnt that 

lesson the hard way when I was playing around with the feature a few weeks back. 

 
2. Photo 
 

Your LinkedIn profile is your digital introduction with those who view your profile. People like to 

do business with a face. Your photo should be up-to-date, clear, professional, and an expression 

of you, preferably the smiling you. If you are a casual guy, no one expects or wants to see you in 

a suit. In a virtual world we may do business with someone we have never met. The connection 

provided by a photo, especially when you can see the eyes and a warm reception can go a long 

way. 
 
3. Headline 
 

Your headline is very much like a headline of a news story in the newspaper. If it’s not eye 

catching, does not draw your attention or raise enough curiosity then chances are your not 

going to read any further.  When writing your headline make sure it’s a reflection of what you 

do, who you are and make it relevant to your target market. 

Your goal is to get your viewers attention in order for them to get curious enough to read more 

about you. Try and stay away from tacky sales pitches, remember people don’t care how much 

you know, until they know how much you care. 
4. Website Links 
 

Instead of using the default “Personal Website”- type anchor text links in your profile, change 

the text to make the links more appealing to people who view your profile. By changing the text 

to something more attention-grabbing than the standard options LinkedIn provides, you 

increase the number of clicks to your website or blog. 

For example, if you want to include a link to your website, rather than choosing LinkedIn’s 

standard “Company Website” anchor text, customize it to include keywords that indicate what 

your website is about, like “Learn To Master LinkedIn” 

Each profile can display up to three website links like this, and they can be customized by 

editing your profile, clicking the pencil icon next to your website links, and selecting ‘Other’ in 

the drop-down menu. 
 
5. Summary 
 

In my opinion this is the most important section within your profile given it’s the first place 

people read once you’ve caught their attention with your header and headline. 

There are many different theories but in my opinion and from a personal branding perspective, 

I believe that on social media, people buy into people they trust and like. Unless you establish 

this right from the start then no one is going to care about your business, let alone your product 

or service. 
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And the best way to establish this trust is to share your business journey to date. Let’s face it; 

everyone likes a good story. Now there are 3 main stages to this: 

Past: Start off by sharing how you got into business 

Present: What has led you to where you are now 

Future: And finally what you are working on going forward 

Within each of these sections be sure to weave in any key achievements, awards, career 

milestones, endorsements and even your failures as it adds a human element to your profile. 

 
 
5. Skills & Endorsements 
 

Back in 2012, Linkedin launched a feature called Endorsements, which enables users to endorse 

their connections for skills they’ve listed in the Skill & Expertise section of their profile — or 

recommend one they haven’t yet listed. These endorsements then show up on your profile 

within that same Skills & Expertise section, as you can see in the screenshot below. 

Whilst you can have up to 50 skills displayed, 3-5 is generally a good number to list. In today’s 

business world consumers only want to deal with specialist, so when you list too many skills it 

shows you’re a generalist rather then a specialist. 

And most importantly make sure that the skills you do list are consistent with your personal 

brand and is solving your clients challenges, objections and creating you a unique difference in 

the market. 

 
 
6. Optimize 
 

Just as you would optimize the foundations of your website before you start an aggressive 

inbound marketing campaign, do the same for your LinkedIn presence, starting with your 

profile, to get ranked high on LinkedIn. 

There are 5 key areas within your profile where you will need to insert key words in order to get 

ranked high within search results when your target market is searching for your product or 

service. 

a)   Title, Current & Previous Experiences 

b)   Website URL 

c)   Summary 

d)   Work Experiences 

e)   Skills & Endorsements 

By including keywords that people are using to find someone like you, you are ensuring that 

your LinkedIn profile performs well in search and that you will be found. 
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7. Layout 

 

LinkedIn also enables you to reorder the sections of your profile in any way you prefer. Over the 

past few years we’ve tested many different ways to structure a LinkedIn profile in order to 

reach optimum flow and consistency. In my opinion the structure you see below is by far the 

most engaging and compelling: 

a) Summary 

b) Skills & Endorsements 

c) Experiences 

d) Volunteer 

e) Honors and awards 

f) Publications 

g) Additional Info 

h) Recommendations 

i) Groups 

When in edit mode, simply hover your mouse over the double-sided arrow next to the Edit link 

for each section. Your mouse will turn into a four-arrowed icon, at which point you can click, 

then drag and drop to another position on your profile. 

 
 
8. Groups 
 

Joining groups that relate to your industry or the industry you wish to enter is another step in 

building a compelling profile. This not only helps you keep up with industry news and advances, 

but group members may be the very people you want to do business with. Your participation in 

groups helps build your visibility, credibility and involvement within your industry. 

Whilst you can join up to 50 groups, in my opinion it’s best to only show 6-8 groups within your 

public and LinkedIn profile. You can choose which groups to display by changing the visibility 

settings in your system and notification settings. 
 
9. Blog 
 

After opening up their publishing arm back in February last year, LinkedIn have just reached 

over 1 millions posts. As a result they’ve now opened up their publishing arm to all English 

speaking countries 

Becoming a publisher on LinkedIn can be a powerful way to reach your target market and 

generate new leads. The new platform promises to match the blog’s topic with users who share 

an interest in that particular vertical. 

Writing short articles and posts helps set you up as an authority on your particular topic and 

puts you in the newsfeeds of your connections. This in turn keeps you and your business top of 

mind within your target market. 
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My blog posts results so far: 

 Appeared on the homepage of LinkedIn 4 times now 

 Over 128,000 blog views and 1000 comments 

 Shared more than 18,193 times 

 Generated us over 430 leads – and 

 Increased my following by an extra 2,300 

Here’s a screenshot of a few articles I have written: 
 

It also gives you greater exposure to your current network given every blog you post is 

distributed to their news feed and displayed within their notification settings located at the 

very top of their LinkedIn profile. 

If your contacts like the article and decide to share that on LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter, this 

will not only create greater exposure but those who aren’t connected with you; may like your 

work that much that they end up “FOLLOWING” you to receive future posts helping you create 

a following of raving fans for years to come!! 

Having a compelling LinkedIn profile is paramount to your success on LinkedIn. It’s your face to 

the online networking world and your first point of contact when promoting yourself to 

potential clients, joint venture partners, journalist and the business world. The steps provided 

in this article are the fundamental steps in creating a compelling LinkedIn profile. Be sure to 

update your profile as you progress throughout your career. 

 

Regardless of whether you are in business, trying to put your startup on the map, new to the 

working world or focus mostly on non-profit work, LinkedIn is a very good networking tool to 

help you achieve your professional goals. 

A hunting ground for headhunters, HR managers and new businesses looking for partners or 

opportunities, it will do you good to have a professional LinkedIn profile set up, to let you take 

advantage of this. 

*********************************************************** 

 
Unlike on Facebook, where profiles could be made up and are more suitable for personal 
networking rather than a professional one, LinkedIn encourages users to provide a highly 
professional look to their resume and/or profile on the networking site. Here are 10 things you 
can do to enhance your LinkedIn profile for a more professional look. 

http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/tag/networking-guide-for-bloggers/


1. A Detailed Profile is A Strong Profile 

A LinkedIn profile is similar to a work resume, where you display your past education 

information, work experience, skills, current work position and profile picture. You can follow 

LinkedIn’s Profile Completion Tips when editing your profile. 

Besides that, adding a profile headline and summary would be real helpful to make an 

impression. 

The headline gives yourself a professional ‘identity’, a front that may or may not showcase 

some of the more detailed parts of your profile, hidden away from viewers who are not 

connected to you. A summary would bring out your personality which can complement your 

Curriculum Vitae (CV) if an employer were to view your profile. 

 

  

It’s also important to use keywords in your headline, summary and throughout your entire 

profile. The keywords could consist of your main passion or profession and will help your 

LinkedIn profile turn up more often on search engine results. 

2. Temporarily Turn Off Activity Broadcast 

If you’ve had LinkedIn for a while and have already connected with people, updating your 

profile will fill their feed and your ‘Wall’ with update notices. This means that if you happen to 

choose to update your LinkedIn with ‘old details’, for instance, if you are finally coming out as 

the HR manager that you are, your connections will think that you’ve only gotten the job 

recently. 

By turning off your activity broadcast temporarily, you can silently update your LinkedIn 

profile without letting the world know. 



To do this, go to ‘Settings’, and under ‘Privacy Controls’, you should be able to see ‘Turn on/off 

your activity broadcasts’. 

Click on that and another overlay window will appear allowing you to uncheck the option. 

After saving these changes, other users won’t be able to see every detailed profile update 

you’ve made. You can choose to leave it off or turn it on after you’re done editing. 

3. Proofread Your Entire Profile 

Just like any other thing used in the professional world, you wouldn’t want your LinkedIn profile 

to have any sort of grammatical or spelling errors. You should also word your profile summary 

and important information effectively so that it is communicated to the reader without 

confusing them (something learnt from communication school). 

Try putting yourself in the eyes of the reader and see if you understand what your profile is 

about. It may also be helpful to have someone screen through your profile for a second opinion 

or to point out any errors that you may have missed out. Basically, treat it like how you would 

treat a job resume. 

4. Do Not Lie About Anything 

We don’t want to sound like your mother, but lying is not tolerated in the professional world, 

especially when you can easily get caught. This is also true for information on your LinkedIn 

profile with details like your education and job history. 

Not only is it very easy to check and confirm just about anything on the Internet, it is also a sign 

of how ethical (or non-ethical) you are. Appearing untrustworthy is never good for business. 

5. Customize Your Profile URL 



By default, your LinkedIn profile URL will consist of random alphanumerical characters. 

However, you can elect to have a customized profile URL by going toSettings > Edit Public 

Profile > Customize Your Public Profile URL. 

Pick the name you would like to display on your vanity URL. Your profile URL will bear your 

name, something like ‘linkedin.com/in/JackDoe’. You can even take it a step further by making 

sure that your vanity URL for LinkedIn, Facebook andGoogle Plus are all the same, for added 

coverage. 

6. Have The Right Profile Picture 

If you wouldn’t have an Instagram-style photo or a picture of your cat doing something fitted 

on your resume, don’t put that as your profile photo on your LinkedIn account either. While 

you can have fun and go crazy with yourFacebook Timeline covers or Google Plus covers, it’s 

probably good to tone things down a bit and think through how you want to portray yourself to 

your potential clients. 

Having a high-quality, recent profile picture of yourself, that appropriately describes your role 

in your industry will be the safest bet. 

7. Use LinkedIn Badges On Your Website 

LinkedIn has a few different designs of profile badges that can help you promote your LinkedIn 

profile to the world. 

To find these badges, go to ‘Settings’ and then click on the link to ‘Edit your public profile’. To 

the right, you will see ‘Profile Badges’. Clicking on ‘Create a profile badge‘ will bring you to 

another page where you can choose from the many designs available. 
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You can use the HTML codes of these badges to use on your blog, website or other forums that 

you frequently use. When users click on these badges, they’ll be automatically directed to your 

LinkedIn profile. 

8. Be Active In LinkedIn Groups 

Groups on LinkedIn is a place for members to share and participate in a professional setting in 

a specific industry or area of interests. There are plenty of groups for job seekers your 

university alumni, specific professions and a variety of associations from all over the world. 

Being actively involved in these groups could lead you to make new connections and maybe 

land a new job, especially since job listings are a common sight in these groups. 

9. Personalize LinkedIn Email Requests 

When trying to make a connection with a fellow professional, you have to send them an email 

request. The request is already standardized but it’s always a good idea to personalize the 

notes. The receiver would at least get an idea of who you are and if you are up to it, you can 

even cut to the chase and suggest a business meeting with the person. 

10. Use LinkedIn Applications 

LinkedIn has applications which you can add to your profile to enhance your profile in different 

ways. For instance if your profession is a full-time blogger, than you might want to add 

the WordPress app to your profile which lets you sync blog posts with your LinkedIn profile. 

If you make or edit great videos and want to show it off on your profile, you could use 

the SlideShare or Box.net app that enables you to embed videosin your profile. 

 
  

Bonus Tips 
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1. Add LinkedIn To Your Email Signature 

A great way to get connected with clients or people you’re working with is to add your LinkedIn 

profile link to your work signature. This indirectly increases the exposure to your LinkedIn 

profile, helping you to make connections, even when you aren’t actively doing so. 

2. Connect LinkedIn With Twitter 

Under your LinkedIn profile Settings, you can choose to connect your account with Twitter 

where you can either display Tweets on your LinkedIn profile, orshare LinkedIn posts on 

Twitter. 

If you want to display only certain Tweets with your connections on LinkedIn, you can use 

the #in hashtag on your Tweets where only those with that hashtag will be displayed on your 

LinkedIn profile. 

 

 


